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Abstract

Beam search is a popular satisficing approach to heuristic
search problems that allows one to trade increased computa-
tion time for lower solution cost by increasing the beam width
parameter. We make two contributions to the study of beam
search. First, we show how to make beam search monotonic;
that is, we provide a new variant that guarantees nonincreas-
ing solution cost as the beam width is increased. This makes
setting the beam parameter much easier. Second, we show
how using distance-to-go estimates can allow beam search
to find better solutions more quickly in domains with non-
uniform costs. Together, these results improve the practical
effectiveness of beam search.

Introduction
Heuristic state-space search is a fundamental problem-
solving methodology. The search frontier of open nodes
in a best-first search such as A* or weighted A* can, and
typically does, grow very large. This limits the scalability
of best-first search for solving large or difficult problems.
Beam search (Bisiani 1987) can be seen as one way to adapt
best-first search to large problems.

Beam search takes as parameters the start state and beam
width and searches the state space level by level, as in
breadth-first search. If more nodes are generated for the next
level than allowed by the beam width, only those with the
lowest f-values are retained. (We assume throughout this pa-
per that the heuristics being used are admissible, but not nec-
essarily consistent.) Ties are broken in preference of nodes
with lower h-values. The algorithm stops after completing
the level at which a solution is found, returning the lowest
cost solution from that level if there are multiple.

Despite its apparent simplicity, the behavior of beam
search is not well-understood and can be surprising. For
example, increasing the beam width does not always re-
sult in finding better solutions. Figure 1 demonstrates this
non-monotonic behavior of beam search on an instance of
the 15-puzzle. As the beam width is increased, the general
trend is for solution cost to decrease, but this does not nec-
essarily hold for specific beam widths. To gauge this phe-
nomenon quantitatively, we will call a beam width k > 1
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Figure 1: Solution cost as beam width varies.

ill-behaved if the cost of the solution that beam search re-
turns when run with width k is higher than the cost of the
solution found when using k−1. When looking at all widths
from 30 through 1000 on Korf (1985)’s 100 15-puzzle in-
stances, a full 30% of the beam widths are ill-behaved on av-
erage (varying from 5% to 44% depending on the instance,
with a median of 31%). If one considers the three outcomes
to be higher, lower, or staying the same, this is almost ran-
dom chance. A practitioner trying to solve a problem needs
to know whether to increase or decrease the specific beam
width that they are using if they wish to decrease solution
cost, so this behavior of beam search can be very annoying.
In this paper, we introduce an algorithm, monobeam, that
provably eliminates this annoying behavior. Its performance
is also shown in Figure 1. We show how this can be done
even in combination with duplicate elimination.

In Figure 1, we also see that there is not necessarily a large
price paid, in terms of solution cost, to obtain the guarantee
of monotonicity. Indeed, there are many beam widths in this
plot for which monobeam’s solution is cheaper than beam’s.
The experiments in this paper are largely aimed at inves-
tigating this question of what price is paid for monotonic
behavior. We demonstrate an approach that can select nodes
for the beam in a way that preserves monotonicity, without
incurring additional overhead in the selection process.



Furthermore, in addition to its nonmonotonicity, beam
search demonstrates undesirable behavior in our non-unit-
cost problem domains, often finding very poor solutions or
no solutions at all. We explore the use of distance-to-go es-
timates with both regular and monotonic beam search, find-
ing that they ameliorate the poor behavior of beam search
in non-unit-cost domains. We discover, in multiple domains,
the surprising result that using the distance-to-go measure-
ment not only improves search time but often reduces solu-
tion cost as well.

By providing beam search variants that are monotonic and
effective with non-unit costs, this work makes beam search
easier to apply in practice.

Previous Work
Beam search is a popular heuristic search method and has
been widely used in several fields, including natural lan-
guage processing (Cohen and Beck 2019; Meister et al.
2021) and operations research (Valente and Alves 2008).
Wilt, Thayer, and Ruml (2010; 2011) provide empirical
comparisons of various flavors of beam search, finding that
the breadth-first-based variant that we use here is preferred.

The most popular research direction regarding beam
search has probably been completeness. Zhang (1998) pro-
poses a complete anytime beam search based on iteratively
weakening pruning rules that exclude nodes from the beam.
Zhou and Hansen (2005) make beam search complete by in-
tegrating systematic backtracking. Furcy and Koenig (2005)
use limited discrepancy search instead of chronological
backtracking. Our concerns in the current paper are orthog-
onal to completeness: we aim to make beam search itself
more effective and any of those completeness methods could
be layered on top.

Some research has investigated finding a suitable beam
width, observing that larger beam widths might incur larger
computational costs while they are more likely to avoid
errors in node selection (Ow and Morton 1988; Wijs and
Dashti 2012). Monotonicity makes it easier to select the
right beam width, because a user can pick a beam width as
large as their system is able to accommodate, without worry-
ing about whether that width will cause it to perform worse
than it would have at lower widths.

Nonmonotonicity of beam search has been recognized be-
fore. For example, Cohen and Beck (2019) (see also cita-
tions therein) aim to explain the degradation in the perfor-
mance of beam search with larger beam widths, but from
the perspective of heuristic search. Vadlamudi, Aine, and
Chakrabarti (2013) propose an algorithm, Incremental Beam
Search, which when given a maximum width and a maxi-
mum depth, iteratively performs beams searches of increas-
ing width. The notable feature of their method is that it
avoids repeated work by storing the previous beam search so
that the next increment of width can be performed quickly.
The algorithm is anytime, in that solutions found by earlier
widths are available as the search widens to the pre-specified
maximum width. However, it stops at that maximum width
and does not converge to optimal solutions. In addition to
the beam width, the maximum search depth must be spec-
ified for the method in advance, making it difficult to use
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Figure 2: A search space in which non-monotonicity occurs
when the beam width is increased from 1 to 2.

in practice as reasonable bounds are often unknown before a
problem is solved. Furthermore, the algorithm is only mono-
tonic across the beam widths within a single execution, not
when rerun with a larger maximum beam width. Preliminary
experiments on unit 15-puzzle instances showed that provid-
ing anything other than a rather tight depth bound led to un-
competitive runtimes. For these reasons, we do not consider
this algorithm further.

Monotonic Beam Search
One possible cause of beam search’s non-monotonic behav-
ior is that, when increasing the width of the beam, there is
a risk that the nodes expanded at one of the later positions
in the beam may dominate the priority queue used to select
nodes for the next beam and displace nodes that would have
been selected with a smaller beam width. The children of
nodes generated at the larger beam width may have incor-
rectly low cost-to-go estimates due to heuristic error. We re-
fer to these as cuckoo nodes because they cause truly better
nodes to be pushed off the beam, just as, when a cuckoo bird
lays its eggs in another bird’s nest, the cuckoo chicks push
the other bird’s eggs out of the nest. The displaced nodes
may look less promising now but may be the ones which
led the narrower beam width search to a better solution than
will be found via the cuckoo nodes. In general, this can cause
beam search, with a larger beam width, to do more work to
find a goal, to find a solution of poorer quality or even to fail
to find a solution when a solution is found with a smaller
beam width.

An example is given in Figure 2, where a beam search
with width 2 returns a solution of lower quality than a beam
search with width 1. The node indicated by * is a solution.
With width 1, beam search chooses node B at level 1 and
proceeds via node D to find the solution beneath node G.
With width 2, nodes B and C are chosen at level 1, but at
level 2 node D is displaced by C’s two children and it is no
longer possible to reach a solution as cheap as that found
beneath node D.

Monotonicity In order to avoid cuckoo nodes as the
beam is widened, we consider each specific position in the
beam, or slot, sequentially. Pseudocode for our method,



1 begin
2 solutionCost←∞;
3 beam[1]← start;
4 while at least one slot in the beam has a node

with f-value < solutionCost do
5 candidates← ∅, nextBeam← [];
6 for each beam slot c from 1 to width do
7 if beam[c] is a node then
8 for each child of beam[c] do
9 if f(child) < f(beam[c]) then

10 f(child)← f(beam[c]);
11 if child is a goal and f(child) <

solutionCost then
12 store as solution;
13 solutionCost← f(child);
14 else
15 add child to candidates;
16 if candidates is nonempty then
17 nextBeam[c]← remove min f -value

node from candidates;
18 beam← nextBeam;
19 return solution;

Algorithm 1: monobeam(start,width)

monobeam, is shown in Algorithm 1. It maintains a pri-
ority queue, candidates, containing (line 15) only children
of nodes at the current beam slot and slots before it. For
each slot on the beam, it expands the current node in that
slot (line 8) and adds to candidates the non-goal children
(lines 11–15). It then pops the minimum f -valued node from
candidates and stores it in the current slot of nextBeam
(line 17). Ties among minimum f -valued nodes are broken
on low h-values. This means that the selection of the node
for a slot is not affected by any later slots.

A second possible cause of beam’s non-monotonic behav-
ior is its stopping condition. It stops at the shallowest level
where it finds a solution, even if that beam contains nodes
with f -values smaller than the solution’s cost. A smaller
beam width might have found a better solution deeper in the
search beneath one of the nodes with the smaller f -values.
To preserve monotonicity, monobeam continues the search
until no nodes are left on the beam with f-values lower than
the current incumbent solution, recording any lower cost so-
lutions found. To ensure we are always getting closer to this
stopping condition, pathmax (Mérõ 1984) is used to ensure
f -values along a path are non-decreasing (lines 9–10.) We
also assume that the domain does not contain infinite se-
quences of zero-cost operators.

Note that Algorithm 1 does not detect duplicates and re-
tains nodes on the beam whose f-values are worse than the
incumbent solution. We will address those issues below, but
first we will prove some properties of Algorithm 1.

Lemma 1. Given the beam at the start of any iteration of
the while loop at line 4 of Algorithm 1, at the end of the c-
loop at line 6 the node in nextBeam[c] for all c will be the
same for all width ≥ c.

Proof. By induction on c. When c = 1 this is trivially true
because only the children of the node in slot 1 of beam
have been added to candidates at line 15 when a node for
nextBeam[1] is selected at line 17. We will always select
the minimum value child of the node in beam[1] to fill
nextBeam[1] regardless of beam width and the node selected
for nextBeam[1] will be removed from candidates.

For any slot c > 1, the inductive hypothesis asserts
that the same nodes were selected to fill nextBeam slots 1
through c − 1 regardless of beam width. We will now show
this implies the same node will be selected for nextBeam
slot c regardless of beam width. At the time this selection is
made (line 17), candidates contains the non-goal children of
all the beam nodes in slots 1 to c except those selected for
nextBeam’s slots 1 to c− 1. The minimum value node from
this set will be selected to fill nextBeam slot c. The nodes in
candidates are therefore independent of the beam width, and
therefore so is the node selected for nextBeam slot c.

Lemma 2. Let wa < wb be beam widths, di the depth at
which monobeam with width wi terminates, and beami,d

the beam when the stopping condition is tested at the begin-
ning of the while loop for iteration d when width wi is being
used. Then for all depths 1 . . .min{da, db}, beama,d[j] =
beamb,d[j] for all 1 ≤ j ≤ wa.

Proof. By induction on d. When d = 1, beama,1 =
beamb,1; both searches insert start in slot 1 and leave empty
slots everywhere else. For any depth d > 1, the inductive
hypothesis asserts that beama,d−1[j] = beamb,d−1[j] for
all 1 ≤ j ≤ wa. Applying Lemma 1, we get that, at the
end of iteration d − 1, nextBeam[j] is independent of the
beam width for all 1 ≤ j ≤ wa. The lemma follows because
beam[i, d] is nextBeam at the end of iteration d− 1.

Theorem 1. Algorithm 1 with an admissible heuristic and
beam width k + 1 will always return a solution with cost
lower than or equal to the cost of the solution it would have
returned if it had been run with beam width k, for all k ≥ 1.

Proof. There are three cases to consider. First, a solution
may be found in slot k + 1 with cost lower than the solu-
tion found by a search with beam width k. This solution will
be kept as an incumbent until all nodes on the beam have
f-values greater than or equal to its cost (line 4), at which
time it will be returned. Because it has a lower cost than the
solution found by a search with beam width k, the theorem
holds.

Second, if no solution is found in slot k + 1, we know
from Lemma 2 that the nodes selected for slots 1 through k
will be unaffected by the increased beam width. Thus, the
solution found by a width k search will be found in these
slots and returned.

Third, if a solution is found at beam slot k + 1 with cost
greater than the solution that would have been found by a
search with width k, we know from Lemma 2 that we will
still select in slots 1 through k all nodes which would be se-
lected by a search of width k. We will find the lower-cost so-
lution which would have been found by a search with width
k and we will return that solution.



1 begin
2 for each beam slot c from 1 to width do
3 if f(nextBeam[c]) ≥ solutionCost then
4 nextBeam[c]← empty;
Algorithm 2: Pruning based on incumbent solution, to
be added before line 18 of Algorithm 1.

Pruning based on incumbent solutions
Lemma 3. Algorithms 1 and 2 with an admissible heuristic
will not remove any node that is along a path to a solution
with cost lower than the incumbent’s.

Proof. Algorithm 2 excludes nodes from the beam with f -
values ≥ the current incumbent solution cost. Because the
heuristic is admissible, such nodes cannot lead to a solution
better than the current incumbent.

Pruning can reduce the number of expansions required, as
well as the size of candidates throughout the search. It might
mean that we do not explore exactly the same set of nodes
when the beam width expands, because we might find an
incumbent solution at a larger beam width and prune away
nodes from lower beam slots. However, monotonicity can
still be maintained.
Lemma 4. Algorithms 1 and 2 with an admissible heuris-
tic will select for nextBeam at each level exactly those nodes
that would have been selected by Algorithm 1 alone, except
possibly omitting some nodes which have f-values ≥ the in-
cumbent’s.

Proof. First, note that pruning does not directly introduce
any new nodes into the beam. Second, consider the conse-
quences of pruning a node n (because its f -value is not bet-
ter than the incumbent solution’s). We know by Lemma 3
that it could not have led to a better solution than the current
incumbent. Its children must (by lines 9 and 10 of Algo-
rithm 1) have f -values no better than the incumbent solu-
tion. If those children would have been selected to fill any
given slot in nextBeam without pruning, then candidates at
that time did not contain any nodes with f -values better than
the incumbent, so that slot will remain empty when pruning.
So pruning does not introduce nodes or cause nodes to be
selected for different slots than they would have been other-
wise. We will select for each slot on nextBeam exactly those
nodes selected by Algorithm 1 that have f -values less than
the incumbent’s.

Theorem 2. Algorithms 1 and 2 with an admissible heuris-
tic and beam width k + 1 will always return a solution with
cost ≤ to the cost of the best solution found by the same
algorithm with beam width k, for all k ≥ 1.

Proof. There are three cases. First, if no solution is found at
slot k + 1, then all search in slots 1 through k will proceed
identically to a search of width k, and the same solution will
be returned as would be found by a search of width k. Sec-
ond, if a solution is found at slot k+1 with cost less than the
solution that would be found by a search with width k, we
will eventually explore all nodes with f-values less than the

1 begin
2 done← false;
3 while candidates is nonempty and
4 done = false do
5 node← min f -value node from candidates;
6 node.width← c;
7 if node’s state is not in closed list then
8 add node to closed;
9 done← true;

10 else
11 dup← closed entry for node’s state ;
12 if node.width < dup.width then
13 update closed entry to node;
14 done← true;
15 else if f(node) ≤ f(dup) then
16 if node.width = dup.width then
17 update closed entry to node;
18 done← true;
19 else
20 remove node from candidates;

Algorithm 3: Duplicate elimination, to be added before
line 16 of Algorithm 1

incumbent solution’s cost, and will return the solution found
at width k + 1. Third, if a solution is found at slot k + 1
with cost greater than the solution which would be found by
a search of width k, we know from Lemma 4 that we can use
that incumbent solution to prune nodes with f-values ≥ the
cost of that incumbent while still maintaining all the nodes
that could lead to a better solution. Thus, we will eventually
find the solution that would have been found by a search of
width k and return it.

Duplicate Handling
Eliminating duplicate nodes during search can be impor-
tant for search spaces with many cycles and transpositions,
but must be done with care to preserve monobeam’s mono-
tonicity. Like regular beam search, for the purpose of dupli-
cate elimination, monobeam stores in a closed list all the
nodes that have been part of any beam along with their
f -values. Beam search’s method of duplicate elimination,
which we call full-beam duplicate elimination, is: if a node
is generated with f(n) = fnew and it occurs in closed with
f(n) = fold then it is discarded if fnew ≥ fold.

To see how adding this to monobeam can introduce non-
monotonicity, consider the example in Figure 3 where a
monobeam search using full-beam duplicate elimination
with width 2 will return no solution, whereas a monobeam
search with width 1 will return a solution. In this figure,
nodes C and F represent the same state, which we will call α,
reached by different sequences of actions. The trees below
them are, of course, identical (for example, nodes G and J
represent the same state, β, and the goals below them are the
same state γ). There are no solutions below nodes H and I.
The beams at each level for widths 1 and 2 are shown in the
boxes at the bottom of the figure.

For beam width 1, monobeam proceeds directly to the
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Figure 3: An example in which full-beam duplicate elimina-
tion causes monobeam to behave non-monotonically.

goal via path A − B − F − J . . . γ. The width 2 search
puts a node representing α into its level 1 beam when it se-
lects node C. This causes α to be put into the closed list with
f(α) = 3. When the node in slot 1 of this beam (B) is ex-
panded, D, E, and F are generated. Because the state F repre-
sents is already closed with a smaller f -value, F is dropped.
One of D or E is placed in slot 1 of the next beam and the
other remains as a candidate for slot 2. Because f(G) is
larger than that candidate’s f -value, the beam for the next
level consists of D and E (in some order), and not G. There
is now no path to a solution.

For this reason, duplicate handling must also pay atten-
tion to the slot from which a node was expanded in order
to preserve monotonic behavior. Nodes that were expanded
from higher beam slots cannot be counted as duplicates in
the lower beam slots or else we risk pruning away a so-
lution that would have been reached at that lower width.
Therefore, we propose a method of duplicate elimination in
which the closed list records the beam slot at which a node
was expanded (denoted as width in Algorithm 3) and that
node can only be considered as a duplicate at that width and
higher (line 12). If we see the node again at a lower beam
slot, we update the entry in the closed list to change it to the
lower width value. Even if the higher beam slot version has
a better cost, we must use the worse cost version for pruning
in lower beam slots in order to preserve the search behav-
ior that they would have followed if the higher beam slots
had not existed. It is possible to maintain both versions for
multiple widths to improve pruning, but this would increase
both the computational and memory requirements of dupli-
cate checking.

Theorem 3. Algorithms 1 and 3 with an admissible heuris-

tic and beam width k + 1 will always return a solution with
cost lower or equal to the cost of the best solution found by
the same algorithm with beam width k, for all k ≥ 1.

Proof. Because line 12 in Algorithm 3 provides that a dupli-
cate child of a node from slot k can only be eliminated if the
original copy was expanded from one of the slots 1 through
k, then Lemma 2 still holds and the proof is identical to the
proof of Theorem 1.

A Disadvantage of Monotonicity Monotonicity limits
the pool of nodes from which the search can choose as it
selects nodes for each slot of the next layer’s beam. In its at-
tempt to avoid cuckoo nodes, monobeam prevents the search
from choosing exactly those children of the entire current
beam that have the lowest f -values (regardless of parent-
age). If the heuristic is generally helpful, then these con-
straints will tend to lead to solutions with increased cost
compared to beam. It is an empirical question how severe
the price of monotonicity tends to be.

Empirical Analysis
We implemented beam and monobeam in C++ 1 and tested
their behavior on several classic search benchmarks. The
implementation of monobeam tested uses the pruning tech-
nique given in Algorithm 2 and the duplicate elimination
technique given in Algorithm 3. Each algorithm was run
with widths 30, 100, 300, 1000, 3000, 10000, 30000, and
100000. Algorithms were given a memory limit of 7.5GB.

Sliding Tile Puzzle We used five cost models: unit cost,
where the cost of moving any tile is 1; heavy cost, moving
tile numbered t costs t; sqrt cost, moving tile t costs

√
t; in-

verse cost, 1/t; reverse cost, moving tile t costs 16− t. The
cost-to-go heuristic was a weighted version of the Manhat-
tan distance in which each tile’s Manhattan distance is mul-
tiplied by the cost of moving that tile. Our implementation
expands nodes at a rate of approximately 1.5 million nodes
per second. The standard Korf (1985) 100 15-puzzles were
used in all cost models.

First, we verify that monobeam’s behavior is in fact
monotonic, as claimed by Theorem 1. Figure 1 illustrates
its behavior, showing that monobeam lives up to its name.
It often finds worse solutions that regular beam search for
very low beam widths, but its steady behavior can be advan-
tageous as the beam width increases. Whereas we saw in the
introduction that beam search was ill-behaved on average
30% of the time, of course monobeam is never ill-behaved.
In this sense, monobeam can make beam-style searches sim-
pler to use, because we can pick a beam width as large as
our system is able to accommodate, without worrying about
whether that width will cause it to perform worse than it
would have at lower widths.

Next, we study the trade-off between solution cost and
solving time in greater detail. Figure 4 shows how each al-
gorithm’s time / cost trade-off behaves as the beam width
is varied. (Several plots also include bead and monobead,

1Code available at https://github.com/snlemons/search.
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Figure 4: Panels a-k: time versus cost as beam width is varied (each point corresponds to a beam width.) Panel l: solution length
versus cost for heavy tiles.



two algorithms that we will discuss below.) The x axis rep-
resents CPU time (log scaled) and the y axis represents the
returned solution’s cost (often log scaled). A point is drawn
for an algorithm for a specific beam width only if it solved
all instances when run with that width. Otherwise, there is
simply a gap left in the line for that beam width. We see
in the unit cost plot (Figure 4a) that at the lowest beam
widths, monobeam generally finds more expensive solutions
and takes more time to do so. But, as the beam width in-
creases, it converges with regular beam search.

The heavy tiles results shown in Figure 4b demonstrate a
different kind of behavior. Beam search is poorly behaved —
at lower beam widths it takes a long time to return poor qual-
ity solutions — while monobeam solves problems quickly
and exhibits a smooth well-behaved improvement with in-
creasing beam width. At large beam widths (10000 onward),
beam finally improves enough to outperform monobeam and
at beam width 30000 monobeam fails to solve two instances
(due to the increased memory requirements and not finding a
solution quickly enough). Figure 4c demonstrates a less dra-
matic instance of similar behavior, where beam search re-
turns poorer quality solutions for the first two beam widths,
and then performs better than or equal with monobeam from
there onward.

In reverse cost (Figure 4d) we see that beam search is un-
able to reliably solve problems at many beam widths (al-
though eventually does well at the highest beam width of
100000). Monobeam is again much better behaved, solving
problems faster and with lower cost for a wider range of
beam widths (it fails only at widths 30, 30000, and 100000).
In inverse cost (Figure 4e), beam search was unable to solve
problems reliably at any beam width, while monobeam does
well (failing to solve some instances again only at widths
30, 30000, and 100000). Overall, monobeam is much better
behaved on the 15-puzzle than beam.

Pancake Problem We ran with 50 random instances of
problems with stacks of 20, 50, and 70 pancakes. The gap
heuristic (Helmert 2010) was used by all algorithms. The
results for the 20-pancake problems, shown in Figure 4f,
shows monobeam performing on average better than beam
search at the lower beam widths, though the differences are
small. Likewise, for 50-pancake and 70-pancake problems
in Figures 4g and 4h, we see beam search and monobeam
performing roughly the same with minor variations in so-
lution quality. Overall, it appears that monotonicity might
actually benefit solution cost here instead of imposing much
of a penalty.

Blocks World We tested on 100 random instances of
blocks world, with two different action models: one in which
blocks are directly moved to a stack as an action (‘blocks
world’) and one in which picking up and putting down
blocks each use an action, so therefore the branching fac-
tor is smaller and plans are longer (‘deep blocks world’).
In both the regular and deep variants (Figures 4i and 4j), we
see a significant trade-off for ensuring monotonicity at lower
beam widths (widths 30, 100, and 300) and both algorithms
perform comparably at the higher beam widths.

Summary The price of monotonicity appears to be notice-
able but modest. Beam search performs very poorly on non-
unit cost domains, with monobeam often behaving much
better. However, both algorithms are inconsistent at solving
the nefarious reverse and inverse cost 15-puzzles.

Beam Search with Costs
We saw in the previous section that beam search behaves
poorly in domains with non-unit costs. For best-first search,
searching using distance-to-go d (known as speedy search)
instead of cost-to-go h (known as greedy best-first search or
GBFS) is well-known to yield faster search in non-unit do-
mains (Thayer and Ruml 2009). Originally this was thought
to be due to d being a proxy for remaining search effort
(Ruml and Do 2007; Burns, Ruml, and Do 2013). How-
ever, later work suggested that d results in smaller local min-
ima for a best-first search (Wilt and Ruml 2014). It is not
clear that the concept of a local minimum or crater (Heusner,
Keller, and Helmert 2017) carries over from best-first search
to beam search. However, the results above clearly show
poor performance for beam search in non-unit problems.

It is natural to ask whether guiding beam search using
d might help. In this section, we explore this idea. We de-
velop variants of the algorithms discussed above that prefer
nodes with low d. First, we introduce bead search, which
is beam search using a purely distance-based measurement
l(n) = depth(n) + d(n) (estimated length of solution)
to select nodes for the beam. Bead search uses the depth
of the node and not the non-unit-cost g-value because the
distance-to-go estimate would be overwhelmed by g in do-
mains where costs are much larger than 1. It uses the do-
main’s actual f and g values only for tie-breaking, compar-
ing solutions against an incumbent, and in duplicate elimi-
nation for determining if a duplicate node is better than the
previously seen version.

We also introduce monobead search, which is monotonic
beam search according to the algorithm given in Figures 1
and 3, except using l(n) to select nodes for the beam. As
with bead search, monobead uses the domain’s f and g val-
ues for tie breaking and duplicate elimination. It does not
use incumbent-based pruning, because Theorem 2 only ap-
plies when the search is ordered on the same value function
used for pruning.

Empirical Analysis
Sliding Tile Puzzle We use the unweighted Manhattan
distance for the distance-to-go estimate d used by bead and
monobead.

In Figure 4b, we see that in the heavy tiles domain,
the d-based algorithms, bead and monobead, find solu-
tions more quickly, more consistently, and with lower solu-
tion cost than the corresponding f -based algorithms, beam,
and monobeam. Note that there is no gap in the line for
monobead, meaning that it solves all instances at all beam
widths, unlike monobeam. And Figure 4e shows an even
more pronounced case of this, with bead and monobead per-
forming very reasonably whereas beam search never solved
more than 80% of the problems at any beam width and



monobeam failed to solve around 20% of the instances at
beam width 30 and failed to solve 20-30% of the instances
at the two highest beam widths (30000 and 100000). In all
the non-unit 15-puzzle cost models, the d-based variants are
clearly the best performing.

Again, we observe that at lower beam widths, monobead
generally finds less desirable solutions than bead and takes
more time to do so. But, as the beam width increases, so-
lution quality converges to about the same than bead (and
slightly better in inverse). Bead delivers best solutions under
0.01 seconds but when larger beam widths are used, the so-
lution delivered by both bead and monobead converges and
they both take the same time —see Figures 4a–4e.

Pancake Problem The algorithms were tested on 50 ran-
dom instances of the heavy pancake problem (Hatem and
Ruml 2014), in which each pancake is given an ID num-
ber from 1 through N (the number of pancakes), and the
cost of a flip is the ID of the pancake above the spatula. An
adapted version of the gap heuristic was used for cost-to-
go estimates, and the standard gap heuristic was used as a
distance-to-go estimate d for bead and monobead.

Figure 4k shows the performance of the algorithms in
this domain. The non-d variants were not able to solve all
instances for any of the beam widths and so there are no
points displayed for them in the figure. Monobeam is able
to solve some instances at beam widths 100 through 30000,
but never above 25% of all instances tested. However, the
d-based variants are able to consistently solve all instances
and improve their solution quality as beam width increases.
The monotonic algorithm (monobead) performs better than
the non-monotonic (bead) algorithm, though the differences
in cost are relatively small.

Summary As would be expected, searching on distance-
to-go in non-unit domains leads us to solutions faster than
searching on cost-to-go. This effect is so powerful that it
allows us to find solutions where we otherwise could not.
More surprisingly, we see that beam searches using distance-
to-go generally find solutions with much lower cost than
their cost-to-go counterparts. Indeed, when solving heavy
15-puzzles with a beam width of 100, beam search typically
found solutions 25533 steps long, resulting in an average
cost of 85843, while bead found solutions of length 86, re-
sulting in an average cost of only 622.

We speculate that this is due to a correlation between solu-
tion length and cost. Figure 4l shows the costs and lengths of
the solutions found by beam and bead. The red line indicates
what the cost would be if a solution of a particular length
used actions of average cost (8 for heavy tiles). We see
that bead finds much shorter solutions, although they tend
to be more expensive per action than those found by beam.
One way to understand this is that, because d-based beam
searches ignores action costs (except for duplicates, prun-
ing, and tie-breaking) and instead focus on solution length,
their solutions will tend to be short. If actions along short so-
lutions aren’t unusually expensive, then the solutions found
by d-based search will have costs roughly proportional to
the shortest solution path times the average action cost. This
can be much cheaper than the arbitrarily long solutions that

are found by f -guided beam searches.

Discussion
Although this work provides a better-behaved beam search
whose solution cost is monotonic in beam width, clearly
much work remains before we fully understand the behav-
ior of beam search. Our analysis of d-based beam search
suggests that, in the domains we tested, it can find short
solution that nonetheless use actions of only average cost,
but this phenomenon deserves comprehensive scrutiny. It
remains important to fully understand why f -guided beam
search fails to find the shorter and much cheaper solutions
that bead does.

The monobeam algorithm has the limitation that when
nodes can have no children (for example, dead ends) or when
pruning from duplicate elimination or a candidate solution
causes no children to be kept from a node, there may be
times at which no node is available to select for the current
beam slot. If all slots below the current one are also empty,
those slots will stay empty for the remainder of the search.
For example, if slot 1 in our beam empties at one level of
the search, we will not be able to expand a node from slot 1
to fill it ever again. A method to address this problem could
improve the performance of the algorithm, but it is not obvi-
ous how to retain a guarantee of monotonicity, as any node
that fills in the gap may well act as a cuckoo node.

Our benchmarks include several classic combinatorial
search domains, but puzzle-like domains are overrepre-
sented and it would be beneficial to extend our study to do-
mains of different character.

The other major family of unboundedly-suboptimal
heuristic search algorithms is based on best-first search.
There has been work on understanding GBFS (Heusner,
Keller, and Helmert 2017) and making it more robust (Valen-
zano et al. 2014; Xie, Müller, and Holte 2015). As men-
tioned above, distance-to-go has been found an effective ac-
celerator in the best-first setting (Thayer and Ruml 2009) as
it appears to generate smaller local minima (Wilt and Ruml
2014). It is an important area of future work to understand
the analog of local minima for beam search and explain the
behavior of h versus d in this setting.

Conclusions
We have advanced the study of beam search in two ways.
First, we introduced a simple monotonic variant of beam
search, monobeam, and studied its interaction with duplicate
detection. Monobeam tends to find slightly worse solutions
for small widths in unit-cost problems, but is more robust
and easier to use. Second, we proposed using distance-to-
go to guide beam search, resulting in new variants that per-
form much better in non-unit-cost domains. Given the im-
portance of scalability in many applications, we hope this
work widens the applicability of heuristic search to prob-
lems of practical importance.
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